Abstract. This is a survey article on the recent progress in understanding the StromingerYau-Zaslow (SYZ) mirror symmetry conjecture, especially on the effect of quantum corrections, via Witten-Morse theory using the program first depicted by Fukaya in [20] to obtain an explicit relation between differential geometric operations, e.g. wedge product of differential forms and Lie-bracket of the Kodaira-Spencer complexes, with combinatorial structures, e.g. Morse A ∞ structures and scattering diagrams.
Introduction
The celebrated Strominger-Yau-Zaslow (SYZ) conjecture [42] asserts that mirror symmetry is a T-duality, namely, a mirror pair of Calabi-Yau manifolds should admit fibre-wise dual (special) Lagrangian torus fibrations to the same base. This suggests the following construction of a mirror (as a complex manifold): Given a Calabi-Yau manifold X (regarded as a symplectic manifold) equipped with a Lagrangian torus fibration (X, ω, J) p / / B s { { that admits a Lagrangian section s. The base B is then an integral affine manifold with singularities, meaning that the smooth locus B 0 ⊂ B (whose complement B sing := B \ B 0 , i.e. the singular locus, is of real codimension at least 1) carries an integral affine structure. Restricting p to the smooth locus B 0 = B \B sing , we obtain a semi-flat symplectic Calabi-Yau manifold X 0 → X which, by Duistermaat's action-angle coordinates [16] , can be identified as
where Λ * ⊂ T * B 0 is the natural lattice (dual to Λ) locally generated by affine coordinate 1-forms. We can construct a pair of torus bundles over the same base which are fibre-wise dual X 0 p X 0 pB 0 , whereX 0 ∼ = T B 0 /Λ can be equipped with a natural complex structureJ 0 called the semiflat complex structure. This, however, does not produce the correct mirror in general. 1 The problem is thatJ 0 cannot be extended across the singular points B sing , so this does not give More precisely, we consider the deRham dg-category DR λ (B 0 ), whose objects are taken to be smooth functions f i 's on B 0 . The corresponding morphism complex Hom(f i , f j ) is given by the twisted complex Ω ( q)) + O(λ −1/2 )),
where A( q) = f 0k (q 0k ) − f 01 (q 01 ) − · · · − f (k−1)k (q (k−1)k ).
When k = 1, it is Witten's observation proven in [31] , involving detail estimate of operator d ij along flow lines. For k ≥ 3, it involves the study for "inverse" of d ij , which is the local behaviour of the inhomogeneous Witten Laplacian equation of the form
along a flow line γ of f j − f i , where d * ij is the adjoint to d ij and P ij is the projection to Ω * ij (B 0 , λ) sm . The difficulties come from guessing the precise exponential decay for the solution ζ E along γ. It is related to the previous section in the following way as suggested by Fukaya [20] . First, we shall look at the Fourier expansion of the Kodaira-Spencer differential graded Lie algebra (dgLa) (KSX 0 ,∂, [·, ·]) ofX 0 which leads to a dgLa defined as follows. First of all, let LX 0 be the space of fiberwise geodesic loops of the torus bundle p : X 0 → B 0 , which can be identified with the space X 0 × B 0 Λ * . We consider the complex L X 0 = Ω * cf (LX 0 ) where the subscript cf refers to differential forms which constant along the fiber of p × B 0 id : LX 0 → Λ * . It is equipped with the Witten differential locally defined by d W = e −f de f , where f is the symplectic area function on LX 0 (or, as in [20] , can be treated as a multi-valued function on B 0 ) whose gradient flow records the loops that may shrink to a singular point in B and hence bound a holomorphic disk in X. Together with a natural Lie bracket {·, ·} (defined by taking Fourier transform) the triple (L X 0 , d W , {·, ·}) defines a dgLa. Since Fourier transform is an isomorphism, the MC equation in L X 0 is equivalent to the MC equation in KSX 0 , while working in L X 0 will give us clearer picture relating to Morse theory.
We are going to work locally away from the singular locus, so we will assume that B 0 = R n in the rest of this introduction. In this case, a scattering diagram can be viewed schematically as the process of how new walls are being created from two non-parallel walls supported on tropical hypersurface in B 0 which intersect transversally. The combinatorics of this process is controlled by the algebra of the tropical vertex group [35, 27] .
We first deal with a single wall and see how the associated wall-crossing factor is related to solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equation. Suppose that we are given a wall w supported on a tropical hypersurface P ⊂ B 0 and equipped with a wall-crossing factor Θ (which is an element in the tropical vertex group). In view of Witten-Morse theory described in [12, 31, 43] , the shrinking of a fibre-wise loop m ∈ π 1 (p −1 (x), s(x)) towards a singular fibre indicates the presence of a critical point of f in the singular locus (in B), and the union of gradient flow lines emanating from the singular locus should be interpreted as a stable submanifold associated to the critical point. Furthermore, this codimension one stable submanifold should correspond to a differential 1-form concentrating on w (see [12] ). Inspired by this, associated to the wall w = (P, Θ), we write down an ansatzΠ
solving Equation (1.4); see Section 5.2.1 for the precise formula. we further use a gauge fixing condition (Pφ = 0) to uniquely determineφ. By applying asymptotic analysis, we then show how the semi-classical limit (as λ −1 → 0) of this gaugě ϕ recovers the wall-crossing factor Θ (or more precisely, Log(Θ)) in Proposition 5.22; the details can be found in Section 5.2.
The heart of the work in [13] will be the situation when two non-parallel walls w 1 , w 2 , equipped with wall crossing factors Θ 1 , Θ 2 and supported on tropical hypersurface P 1 , P 2 ⊂ B 0 = R n respectively, intersect transversally. 3 In this case, the sum
does not solve the Maurer-Cartan equation (1.4) . But a method of Kuranishi [36] allows us to, after fixing the gauge using an explicit homotopy operator (introduced in Definition 5.19), write down a Maurer-Cartan solution Φ =Π + · · · as a sum over directed trivalent planar trees (see Equation 5 .10) with inputΠ.
This Maurer-Cartan solution Φ has a natural decomposition of the form
where the sum is over a = (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ (Z 2 >0 ) prim which parametrizes half planes P a with rational slopes lying in-between P 1 and P 2 . Our first result already indicates why such a solution should be related to scattering diagrams:
is a solution of the Maurer-Cartan equation (1.4) which is supported near premiage of the half planep −1 (P a ).
Again, asX 0 ∼ = (C * ) n has no non-trivial deformations, each Φ (a) is gauge equivalent to 0 in a neigbrohood ofp −1 (P a ). So there exists a uniqueφ a ∈ KS
and the gauge fixing conditionPφ a = 0 in that neigbrohood. We analyze the gaugeφ a , again by asymptotic analysis and a careful estimate on the orders of the parameter λ −1 in its asymptotic expansion, and obtain the following theorem: Theorem 1.5. The asymptotic expansion of the gaugeφ a is given by
whereφ a,0 , the semi-classical limit ofφ a , is a step function that jumps across the preimage of the half planep −1 (P a ) by Log(Θ a ) for some element Θ a in the tropical vertex group.
Thus, each Φ (a) , or more precisely the gaugeφ a , determines a wall
supported on the half plane P a and equipped with the wall crossing factor Θ a . Hence the decomposition (1.5) of the Maurer-Cartan solution Φ defines a scattering diagram D(Φ) consisting of the walls w 1 , w 2 and w a , a ∈ (Z 2 >0 ) prim . We now arrive at our main result:
3 It suffices to consider only two walls intersecting because consistency of a scattering diagram is a codimension 2 phenomenon and generic intersection of more than two walls will be of higher codimension. Non generic intersection of walls can be avoided by choosing a generic metric on the base B 0 because walls which should be regarded as stable submanifolds emanating from critical points of the area functional f m , as suggested in Fukaya's original proposal [20] . Theorem 1.6 (=Theorem 5.25). The scattering diagram D(Φ) associated to Φ is monodromy free, meaning that we have the following identity
where the left-hand side is the path oriented product along a loop around P 1 ∩ P 2 . Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 together say that the Maurer-Cartan solution Φ has asymptotic support on some increasing set {P lane(N 0 )} N 0 ∈Z >0 of subsets of walls (see Definitions 5.26); the proofs of these can be found in [13] .
In general, for an element Ψ ∈ KS
] having asymptotic support on an increasing set of subsets of walls {P lane(N 0 )} N 0 ∈Z >0 , one can associate a scattering diagram D(Ψ) using the same procedure we described above, and such a diagram is always monodromy free if Ψ satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation (1.4) . So Theorem 1.6 is in fact a consequence of the following more general result, which may be of independent interest: We will first describe the construction of semi-flat mirror manifolds and fibre-wise Fourier transform in Section 2. In Section 4, We will relate semi-classical limit of the A ∞ operation m k (λ)'s to counting of gradient flow trees m M orse k 's. Using the hints from Witten-Morse theory in Section 4, we will relate the semi-classical limit of solving MC equation onX 0 to the combinatorial process of completing a scattering diagram in Section 5.
2. Semi-flat Mirror family 2.1. Semi-flat mirror manifolds. We first give the construction of semi-flat manifolds X 0 andX 0 , which may be regarded as generalized complex manifolds defined via pure spinor, from an integral affine manifold (possibly non-compact) B 0 . We follow the definitions of affine manifolds in [4, Chapter 6] .
GL n (R) be the group of affine transformation of R n , which is a map T of the form T (x) = Ax + b with A ∈ GL n (R) and b ∈ R n . We are particularly interested in the following subgroup of affine transformation
Definition 2.
1. An n-dimensional manifold B is called tropical affine if it admits an atlas
In the following construction, we introduce a positive real parameter λ such that taking λ → ∞ corresponds to approaching tropical limit.
2.1.1. Construction of X 0 . We consider the cotangent bundle T * B 0 , equipped with the canonical symplectic form ω can = i dy i ∧ dx i where x i 's are affine coordinates on B 0 and y i 's are coordinates of the cotangent fibers with respect to the basis dx 1 , . . . , dx n . There is a lattice subbundle Λ * ≤ T * B 0 generated by the covectors dx 1 , . . . , dx n . It is well defined since the transition functions lie in Af f R (Z n ). We put (2.1)
equipped with the symplectic form
descended from λω can . The natural projection map p : X 0 → B 0 is a Lagrangian torus fibration. We can further consider B-field enriched symplectic structure β + iω by a semi-flat closed form
As a generalized complex manifold, we take the pure spinor to be e β+iω and then locally we have the corresponding maximal isotropic subbundle
2.1.2. Construction ofX 0 . We now consider the tangent bundle T B 0 , equipped with the complex structure where the local complex coordinates are given by y j + β j k x k + iλx j . Here y j 's are coordinates of the tangent fibers with respect to the basis ∂ ∂x 1 , . . . , ∂ ∂x n , i.e. they are coordinates dual to y j s on T B 0 . The condition that β j i (x)dx i being closed, for each j = 1, . . . , n, is equivalent to integrability of the complex structure.
There is a well defined lattice subbundle Λ ≤ T B 0 generated locally by ∂ ∂x 1 , . . . , ∂ ∂x n . We setX 0 = T B 0 /Λ, equipped with the complex structureJ 0 descended from that of T B 0 , so that the local complex coordinates can be written as w j = e −2πi(y j +β j k x k +iλx j ) . The natural projection map p :X 0 → B 0 is a torus fibration.
When considering generalized structure, the pure spinor is taken to be the holomorphic volume formΩ given by
We have the correspond subbundle given by T 0,1X
with local frame {δ j ,∂ j } n j=1 , where∂
2.1.3. Semi-flat Kähler structure. For later purposes, we also want to give Kähler structures on X 0 andX 0 by considering a metric g on B 0 of Hessian type: Definition 2.2. An Riemannian metric g = (g ij ) on B 0 is said to be Hessian type if it is locally given by g = i,j
Assuming first B-field β = 0, a Hessian type metric g on B 0 induces a metric on T * B 0 which also descends to X 0 . In local coordinates, the metric on X 0 is of the form (2.5)
where (g ij ) is the inverse matrix of (g ij ). The metric g X 0 is compatible with ω and gives a complex structure J on X 0 with complex coordinates represented by a matrix
with respect to the frame
, having a natural holomorphic volume form which is
The Kähler manifold (X 0 , ω, J) is a Calabi-Yau manifold if and only if the potential φ satisfies the real Monge-Ampére equation
In such a case, p : X 0 → B 0 is a special Lagrangian torus fibration.
On the other hand, there is a Riemannian metric onX 0 induced from g given by
It is compatible with the complex structure and gives a symplectic form
Similarly, The potential φ satisfies the real Monge-Ampére equation (2.6) if and only if (X 0 ,ω,J 0 ) is a Calabi-Yau manifold.
In the presence of β, we need further compatibility condition between β and g to obtain a Kähler structure. On X 0 , we treat β + iω as a complexified Kähler class on X 0 and require that β ∈ Ω 1,1 (X 0 ) with respect to the complex structure J. This is same as saying
OnX 0 , we treat β as an endomorphism of T B 0 represented by a matrix (i, j)-entry is given by β(x) j i with respect to the frame ∂ ∂x 1 , . . . , ∂ ∂x n . The complex structure we introduced before can be written as
∂y n . The extra assumption (2.7) will be equivalent to the compatibility ofJ β,0 withω. If we treat (g ij ) as a square matrix, we have the symplectic structureω represented by (2.9)ω = 0 −g g 0 .
The compatibility condition
in terms of matrices is equivalent to βg = gβ, which is the matrix form of (2.7). The metric tensor is represented by the matrix
whose inverse is given by
3. SYZ for Generalized complex structure
In this section, we see that one can relate the sypmplectic structure of X 0 to the complex structure ofX 0 by SYZ transform for generalized complex structure. We follow [4] for brief review about this tranformation. 
where L stands for the Lie derivative on M . It can be checked easily that the Courant bracket satisfies Jacobi identity and hence gives a Lie algebra structure on Γ(M, T M ⊕ T * M ). There is a natural pairing ·, · defined on the sections of T M ⊕ T * M given by
, is a maximal isotropic (with respect to ·, · ) complex subbundle E which is closed under the Courant bracket and that
Remark 3.2. One may define an generalized almost complex structure to be an ·, · preserving endomorphism J and
Generalized complex manifolds unitfy both symplectic manifolds and complex manifolds as important special cases. For an almost complex manifold (M, J), on can simply take the complex structure J to be (3.1)
The corresponding isotropic subbundle E is taken to be T 0,1 M ⊕ T * M 1,0 . The condition that E is closed under Courant bracket is equivalent to the integrability of J.
For an almost symplectic manifold (M, ω), we can define an bundle map ω : T M → T * M given by contraction a vector field with ω. In terms of matrix, we define
We can take Γ(E) = {X + iι X ω | X ∈ Γ(T M ⊗ C)} and the integrability condition is equivalent to ω being a closed form.
3.1.1. B-field in generalized geometry. Another advantages of considering generalized complex structure is the presence of a natural notion of twisting by B-field. In particular, it enrichs the family of symplectic manifold by applying B-field twisting to its corresponding generalized structure J ω as follows:
Given a closed two form β on M , one can define an ·, · preserving automorphism B β of T M ⊕ T * M given by B β (X + ξ) = X + ξ + ι X β, and one can obtain new generalized complex structure B β (E) from E by the following fact. Therefore B β (E) is a generalized complex structure if and only if E does. This gives a natural way to obtain new generalized complex manifolds by applying B-field twisting. In particular, when (M, ω) being a symplectic manifold, we have Γ(E) = {X + iι X ω + ι X β | X ∈ Γ(T M ⊗ C)} which can be viewed as a complexified symplectic structure on M .
3.1.2. Generalized structure via pure spinor. There is an important class of complex manifold, namely those having a nowhere vanishing holomorphic volume form which is a pure spinor. For generalized complex manifolds, we will also be interested in those having a nowhere vanishing pure spinors which will be defined in the following. In the case that M is even dimensional, the spinor bundles S ± is given by
We will remove the factor 2n T M ) 1 2 by twisting with its inverse line bundle in the rest of the section, for the discussion on pure spinors. There is a natural action of T M ⊕ T * M on the spinor bundles S, namely the Clifford multiplication, given by
we associate a subbundle
ϕ is said to be pure if E ϕ is maximal isotropic.
In the case of ordinary complex manifolds, the holomorphic volume forms determine completely the complex structures. We have a similar statement for pure spinors in the generalized setting.
Proposition 3.5. If a pure spinor ϕ is a closed form such that E ϕ ∩Ē ϕ = {0}, then E ϕ is a generalized complex structure.
Given a B-field β, it acts on the form ϕ by the formula β · ϕ = e β ∧ ϕ. One can easily check the relation E β·ϕ = B β (E ϕ ). In the case (M, ω) being symplectic manifold, the pure spinor can be taken to be e iω . The B-field twisted spinor is e β+iω .
3.2. SYZ transform of generalized complex structure. In this section, we study the SYZ transform of generalized complex structure by defining a Fourier-Mukai type transform for pure spinor and show that the mirror manifolds pair, or more precisely their associated pure spinor, are correspond to each other. The result in this section are from [10]. 
* ) stands for differential forms having rapid decay along the fiber of the lattice bundle Λ * .
MA
First, notice that we have dual torus fibrations:
and there is a unitary line bundle on X 0 × B 0X 0 , called the Poincaré bundle P, which serves as the universal bundle when treatingX 0 as fiberwise moduli space of flat unitary connection on fibres of X 0 . We give a description for the Poincaré bundle in local coordinates (y,
We consider a trivial bundle on the total space of T * U × B 0 T U equipped with connection
and an fiberwise action by the lattice bundle Λ * × B 0 Λ given by
where λ andλ are fiberwise integer coordinates for Λ * and Λ respectively. We therefore define the Poincaré bundle (P, ∇ P ) to be the quotient bundle under this action. It have curvature form
Our transform F M is constructed by defining a universal differential form on the space
We first define the Fourier transform kernel function by
Making use of the projection maps π andπ shown below
Hereπ * means integration along the fiber ofπ.
Remark 3.6. The space X 0 × B 0 Λ * can be identified with the space of fiberwise affine loop
we have the relation
F ∇ P .
SYZ transform for generalized Calabi-Yau structures.
Making use of the Fourier transform F M and its inverse, we can transform pure spinors from X 0 toX 0 and vice versa. The following statement from [10] confirms that (X 0 , e β+iω ) and (X 0 ,Ω) are mirror pairs.
Proposition 3.7.
For a complete understanding of SYZ transform of generalized structures, we consider a Fourier transform for generalized vector field (i.e. section of T ⊕ T * ) as follows
The transform F is given by the above identification and a fibre-wise Fourier series type expansion using the kernel function
e β+iω andΩ are special cases of semi-flat pure spinors, which are those being constant along the fiber pr : LX 0 → B 0 and supported on the locus of constant loops. From [4, Chapter 6], we see that F M relates general semi-flat pure spinors, which corresponding to generalized complex structures, for the dual torus fibrations X 0 andX 0 . Proposition 3.8. Let ϕ ∈ Ω * (X 0 ) be a semi-flat pure spinor, then ϕ defines a generalized complex structure iff F M (ϕ) does.
Certainly it will be interested to relax the semi-flat condition on pure spinors which allows them to vary along fibers and have nontrivial contribution from the higher Fourier modes. Unfortunately, only the case concerning mirror symplectic structures and complex structures has been carried out, which will be the contents of the coming subsection.
3.3. Deformations of pure spinors and Fourier transform. More precisely, we are considering the deformations of the pure spinors e β+iω andΩ which not necessary being semiflat, resulting in an structure of dgBV. To begin with, we start with the case of deformation of holomorphic volume formΩ.
3.3.1. Deformation of holomorphic volume form. On the complex manifold (X 0 ,Ω), we have the maximal isotropic subbundle EΩ given by equation (2.3) (2.4). A deformation ofΩ will be given by the polyvector fieldsφ ∈ P V * ,
We will be looking for those deformation resulting in a closed pure spinor satisfying d(eφ Ω ) = 0, which will be equivalent to certain Maurer-Cartan equation onφ.
There is a dgBV (and hence its associated dgLa) structure on polyvector fields onX,
) capturing deformation ofΩ, with the degree on P V i,j (X 0 ) taken to be j − i. We give a brief review of this dgBV structure, following [40] . Definition 3.9. A Z-graded differetial graded Batalin-Vilkovisky (dgBV) algebra is a Zgraded unital differential graded algebra (V,∂, ∧) together with degree 1 operation ∆ satisfying
and for all v ∈ V k , the operation δ v :
being derivation of degree k + 1.
Notations 3.11. In local framesδ j 's and ∂ j 's, with an ordered subset I = {i 1 , . . . , i k } ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we writeδ
and similarly for δ I and∂ I .
There is a natural differential graded algebra (dgA) structure on P V * , * (X 0 ) given by the Dolbeault differential∂ and the graded commutative wedge product ∧. For the BV operator ∆, We make use of the holomorphic volume formΩ. Given a polyvector field of the form ∂ I , we define
Definition 3.12. We can therefore define the BV differential ∆Ω (depending onΩ) by
We will drop the dependence onΩ in the notation ∆Ω if there is no confusion. In terms of local frames, if we haveΩ = δ 1 ···δ n f for some nowhere vanishing holomorphic function f , we have
We can also express the operation δ α (β) defined in 3.7 for α and β as above explicitly in local coordinates,
We can check that (P V * , * (X),∂, ∆) give a dgBV algebra as in [40] . We have a differential graded Lie algebra
Proposition 3.13. Forφ ∈ P V * , * (X 0 ), we have
3.3.2. Fourier transform of dgBV structures. We can extend the Fourier transform 3.6 to polyvector fields, sections of the exterior power of the conjugated isotropic subbundle Γ(X 0 , ∧ * ĒΩ ). Observe that there is an identification
on LX 0 × B 0X 0 where π andπ are the projections to each copy. We can further identify the * Ē exp(β+iω)
Similar to the Fourier transform 3.6, we can define
where the subscript "cf" refering to constant along fiber with respect to the natural torus fibration LX 0 → Λ * . Here the bidegree in Ω * , * cf (LX 0 ) comes from a splitting of T * LX 0 as forms along the fiber and forms coming from the base with respect to the fibration LX 0 → Λ * .
The Fourier transform 3.10 is compatible with the Fourier Mukai transform 3.4 in the sense that we have a communtative diagram
We notice that F is exterior algebra homomorphism and F M transforms the differential operator d on Ω * (X 0 ) to the equivariant differential operator d + ιγ on Ω * cf (LX 0 ) with respect to the natural S 1 action on LX 0 (Hereγ refers to the vector field on LX 0 which is given by tangent vector of 2πiγ(0), at the point γ in the loop space LX 0 ). Combining these facts, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.14. Suppose F(ϕ) =φ, then we have
which relates the equations describing deformation of pure spinors for a mirror pairs (X 0 , e β+iω ) and (X 0 ,Ω).
Remark 3.15. The quantum corrections on A-side lives on LX 0 since it involves holomorphic disks instantons which are related to gradient flow trees, or the Morse theory, on the loop space LX 0 with respect to the area functional. These informations on the loop space LX 0 may be treated as "quantum" deformation ϕ of the original e β+iω , and the above equation simply means that e ϕ+β+iω is equivariantly closed. Although the term e ϕ+β+iω does not live on the original space X 0 , the geometric meaning of it will become clearer when we treat it as a central charge on semi-flat branes.
3.3.3. Deformation of Central charge. We will be considering the semi-flat Kähler manifold (X 0 , e β+iω , Ω) in this subsection, and treating the pure spinor e β+iω as a central charge on the Derived category of coherent sheaf D b Coh(X 0 ) with respect to Ω by the formula
for a complex vector bundle E.
Remark 3.16. We assume B 0 is compact (i.e. there is no singular fiber in the torus fibration) for the purpose of integration, and we expect similar formula will be valid when the integration over X 0 is suitably defined.
In the following discussion, we will restrict our attention to semi-flat B-branes (E, ∇) as defined in [11] .
can be equipped with some T n -action compatible with the trivial action on p −1 (U ) ∼ = U × T n , for every contractible U ⊂ B 0 .
Upon pulling back through natural evaluation map ev : LX 0 → X 0 , the semi-flat condition enable us to equip ev * (E, ∇) with S 1 -action compatible with S 1 LX 0 . This allows us to define the equivariant connection ∇ eq = ∇ + ιγ and hence the equivariant Chern character as
We interpret the deformation e ϕ+β+iω on LX 0 as a deformation of the above central charge, which is given by
for a semi-flat B-brane (E, ∇) on (X 0 , e β+iω , Ω). A Chern-Weil type argument for equivariant characteristic classes gives us the following statement. It means that the central charge Z can be decended as Z : K sf (X 0 ) → C (here the superscript sf refers to K-group of semi-flat bundles), which is mirrored to the fact that
is independent of choice of LagrangianĽ up to Hamiltonian equivalent if d(eφ Ω ). The case for a semi-flat line bundle (E, ∇) can be obtained directly by transforming the mirror statement when integrating eφ Ω on Lagrangian section, while that for a general vector bundle requires a proof as the SYZ transform for a semi-flat vector bundle is not known yet.
The deformed central charge Z should play the role of a central charge in the sense of Bridgeland's stability, and the further investigation on how Z incorporates with Bridgeland's stability, especially in the presence of singular locus on B 0 will be an interesting topic to study.
Witten deformation and Morse category
In this section, we will describe briefly the result proven in [12] . We begin by introducing the notations and definitions needed to state the theorem.
deRham category. Given a compact oriented Riemannian manifold M

5
, we can construct the deRham category DR λ (M ) depending on a small real parameter λ. Objects of the category are smooth functions f i 's on M . For any two objects f i and f j , we define the space of morphisms between them to be
with differential d+λdf ij ∧, where f ij := f j −f i . The composition of morphisms is defined to be the wedge product of differential forms on M . This composition is associative and hence the resulted category is a dg category. We denote the complex corresponding to Hom * DR λ (M ) (f i , f j ) by Ω * ij (M, λ) and the differential d + λdf ij by d ij . Next, we then consider the Morse category which is closely related to the deRham category.
4.2. Morse category. The Morse category M orse(M ) has the same class of objects as the deRham category DR λ (M ), with the space of morphisms between two objects given by
It is equipped with the Morse differential which is defined when f ij is Morse. In this complex, e q 's are declared to be an orthonormal basis and graded by the Morse index of corresponding critical point q, which is the dimension of unstable submanifold V First of all, one may notice that the morphisms between two objects f i and f j is only defined when f ij is Morse. Therefore, when we consider a sequence of functions f 0 , . . . , f k , we said the sequence is Morse if f ij are Morse for all i = j. Given a Morse sequence f = (f 0 , . . . , f k ), with a sequence of points q = (q 01 , . . . q (k−1)k , q 0k ) such that q ij is a critical point of f ij , we will define the notation of gradient flow trees. Before that, we first clarify the definition of a combinatorial tree. Definition 4.1. A trivalent directed d-leafed tree T means an embedded tree in R 2 , together with the following data:
(1) a finite set of vertices V (T ); (2) a set of internal edges E(T ); (3) a set of d semi-infinite incoming edges E in (T ); (4) a semi-infinite outgoing edge e out .
Every vertex is required to be trivalent, having two incoming edges and one outgoing edge.
For simplicity, we will call it a d-tree. They are identified up to continuous map preserving the vertices and edges. Therefore, the topological class for d-trees will be finite.
Given a d-tree, by fixing the anticlockwise orientation of R 2 , we have cyclic ordering of all the semi-infinite edges. We can label the incoming edges by pairs of consecutive integers
. . , 01 and the outgoing edges by 0d such that the cyclic ordering 01, . . . , (d−1)d, 0d agrees with the induced cyclic ordering of R 2 . Furthermore, we can extend this labeling to all the internal edges, by induction along the directed tree. If we have an vertex v with two incoming edges labelled ij and jk, then we assign labeling ik to the outgoing edge. For example, there are two different topological types for 3-tree, with corresponding labelings for their edges as shown in the following figure. A gradient flow tree Γ of f with endpoints at q is a continuous map f :T → M such that it is a upward gradient flow lines of f ij when restricted to the edge labelled by ij, the semi-infinite incoming edge i(i + 1) begins at the critical point q i(i+1) and the semi-infinite outgoing edge 0k ends at the critical point q 0k .
We use M( f , q) to denote the moduli space of gradient trees (in the case k = 1, the moduli of gradient flow line of a single Morse function has an extra R symmetry given by translation in the domain. We will use this notation for the reduced moduli, that is the one after taking quotient by R). It has a decomposition according to topological types
This space can be endowed with smooth manifold structure if we put generic assumption on the Morse sequence as described in [1] . When the sequence is generic, the moduli space M( f , q) is smooth manifold of dimension
where deg(q ij ) is the Morse index of the critical point. Therefore, we can define m M orse k , or simply denoted by m k , using the signed count #M( f , q) of points in dim R (M( f , q) ) when it is of dimension 0 (In that case, it can be shown to be compact. See e.g. [1] 
for details).
We now give the definition of the higher products in the Morse category. Definition 4.3. Given a generic Morse sequence f with sequence of critical points q, we define
given by
Otherwise, the m k is defined to be zero.
One may notice m
M orse k
can only be defined when f is a Morse sequence satisfying the generic assumption as in [1] . The Morse category is indeed a A ∞ pre-category instead of an honest category. We will not go into detail about the algebraic problem on getting an honest category from this structures. For details about this, readers may see [1, 19] .
From deRham to Morse.
To relate DR λ (M ) and M orse(M ), we need to apply homological perturbation to DR λ (M ). Fixing two functions f i and f j , we consider the Witten Laplacian
We take the interval [0, c) for some small c > 0 and denote the span of eigenspaces with eigenvalues contained in [0, c) by Ω * ij (M, λ) sm .
Results for a single Morse function.
We recall the results on Witten deformation for a single Morse function from [31] , with a few modifications to fit our content. Readers may see [30] for its basic properties. We denote the set of critical points by C * ij . For each q ∈ C l ij we let
where B(p, η) is the open ball centered at p with radius η with respect to the Agmon metric. M q,η is a manifold with boundary.
For each q ∈ C l ij , we use Ω * ij (M q,η , λ) 0 to denote the space of differential forms with Dirichlet boundary condition, acting by Witten Lacplacian ∆ ij,q,0 . We have the following spectral gap lemma, saying that eigenvalues in the interval [0, c) are well separated from the rest of the spectrum. Lemma 4.6. For any , η > 0 small enough, we have λ 0 = λ 0 ( , η) > 0 such that when λ > λ 0 , ∆ ij,q,0 has one dimensional eigenspace in [0, c). If we let ϕ q ∈ Ω * ij (M q,η , λ) 0 be the coresponding unit length eigenform, we have
where O stands for C 0 bound with a constant depending on . Same estimate holds for d ij ϕ q and d * ij ϕ q as well.
We are now ready to give the definition of φ ij (η, λ). For each critical point p, we take a cut off function θ p such that θ p ≡ 1 in B(p, η) and compactly supported in B(p, 2η). Given a critical point q ∈ C l , we let
Proposition 4.7. For η > 0 small enough, there exists λ 0 = λ 0 (η) > 0, such that when λ > λ 0 , we have a linear isomorphism λ) sm is the projection to the small eigenspace. Remark 4.8. One may notice that ϕ q is defined only up to ± sign. Recall that in the definition of Morse category, we fix an orientation for unstable submanifold V − q and stable submanifold V + q at q. The sign of ϕ q is chosen such that it agrees with the orientation of V − q at q. Definition 4.9. We renormalizeφ ij (η, λ) to give a map φ ij (η, λ) defined by
where α + and α − are products of positive and negative eigenvalues of ∇ 2 f at q respectively.
Remark 4.10. The meaning of the normalization is to get the following asymptotic expansion
which is the one appeared in [44] .
By the result of [31] , we have a map 
for λ −1 small enough, if p, q are critical points of f ij . This is originally proposed by Witten to understand Morse theory using twisted deRham complex.
It is natural to ask whether the product structures of two categories are related via this identification, and the answer is definite. The first observation is that the Witten's approach indeed produces an A ∞ category, denoted by DR λ (M ) sm , with A ∞ structure {m k (λ)} k∈Z + . It has the same class of objects as DR λ (M ). However, the space of morphisms between two objects f i , f j is taken to be Ω * ij (M, λ) sm , with m 1 (λ) being the restriction of d ij to the eigenspace Ω * ij (M, λ) sm . The natural way to define m 2 (λ) for any three objects f 0 , f 1 and f 2 is the operation given by
sm , where ι 12 and ι 01 are natural inclusion maps and
Notice that m 2 (λ) is not associative, and we need a m 3 (λ) to record the non-associativity. To do this, let us consider the Green's operator G 0 ij corresponding to Witten Laplacian ∆ ij . We let (4.7)
G ij = (I − P ij )G 0 ij and (4.8)
Namely Ω * ij (M, λ) sm is a homotopy retract of Ω * ij (M, λ) with homotopy operator H ij . Suppose f 0 , f 1 , f 2 and f 3 are smooth functions on M and let ϕ ij ∈ Ω * ij (M, λ) sm , the higher product
In general, construction of m k (λ) can be described using k-tree.
where T runs over all topological types of k-trees. m
(2) applying wedge product ∧ to each interior vertex; (3) applying homotopy operator H ij to each internal edge labelled ij; (4) applying projection P 0k to the outgoing semi-infinite edge.
The higher products {m k (λ)} k∈Z + satisfies the generalized associativity relation which is the so called A ∞ relation. One may treat the A ∞ products as a pullback of the wedge product under the homotopy retract
This proceed is called the homological perturbation. For details about this construction, readers may see [34] . As a result, we obtain an A ∞ pre-category DR λ (M ) sm .
Finally, we state our main result relating A ∞ operations on the twisted deRham category DR λ (M ) sm and the Morse category M orse(M ).
Theorem 4.11. Given f 0 , . . . , f k satisfying generic assumption as defined in [1] , with q ij ∈ CM * (f ij ) be corresponding critical points, there exist η 0 , λ 0 > 0 and
sm are isomorphism for all i = j when η < η 0 and λ > λ 0 . If we write φ(q ij ) = φ ij (η, λ)(q ij ), then we have
Remark 4.12. The constants η 0 , C 0 and λ 0 depend on the functions f 0 , . . . , f k . In general, we cannot choose fixed constants that the above statement holds true for all m k (λ) and all sequences of functions.
Remark 4.13. The constant A has a geometric meaning. If we consider the cotangent bundle T * M of a manifold M which equips the canonical symplectic form ω can , and take L i = Γ df i to be the Lagrangian sections. Then q ij ∈ L i L j and A would be the symplectic area of a degenerated holomorphic disk passing through the intersection points q ij and having boundary lying on L i . For details, one may consult [34] 5. Scattering diagram and Maurer-Cartan equation
We will review the work in [11] investigating the asymptotic behaviour as λ → ∞ of solutionφ onX 0 , or equivalently its mirror ϕ on LX 0 , to the Maurer-Cartan equation
Restriciting ourself to the classical deformation of holomorphic volume form given byφ = ϕ (0,0) +φ
, it is well known thatφ 1,1 satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation
governing the deformation of complex structures onX 0 . We found that when the R-parameter λ → +∞ (which refers to large structure limits on both A-/B-sides), solutionφ 1,1 to the Maurer-Cartan equation 5.2 will limit to delta functions supported on codimension 1 walls, which will be a tropical data known as a scattering diagram as in [27, 35] .
Scattering diagrams.
In the section, we recall the combinatorial scattering process described in [27, 35] . We will adopt the setting and notations from [27] with slight modifications to fit into our context. 5.1.1. Sheaf of tropical vertex group. We first give the definition of a tropical vertex group, which is a slight modification of that from [27] . As before, let B 0 be a tropical affine manifold, equipped with a Hessian type metric g and a B-field β.
We first embed the lattice bundle Λ →p * T 1,0 X 0 into the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields. In local coordinates, it is given by
The embedding is globally defined, and we write T 
in small enough local affine coordinates of B 0 , with a i ∈ Z and b ∈ R.
On the other hand, we consider the subsheaf of affine holomorphic functions O af f →p * OX 0 defined by an embedding Af f
where
. This gives an embedding Af f
and we denote the image subsheaf by O af f .
B 0 ,Z and define a Lie bracket structure [·, ·] on g by the restricting the usual Lie bracket onp * O(T
This is well defined because we can verify g closed under the Lie bracket structure of
Remark 5.4. There is an exact sequence of sheaves
where R is the local constant sheaf of real numbers. The pairing m, n is the natural pairing for m ∈ Λ * x and n ∈ Λ x . Given a local section m ∈ Λ * (U ), we let m
(U ) be the subset which is perpendicular to m upon descending to Λ(U ).
Definition 5.5. The subsheaf h → g consists of sections which lie in the image of the composition of maps
locally in an affine coordinate chart U .
Note that h is a sheaf of Lie subalgebras of g. Given a formal power series ring R = C[[t 1 , . . . , t l ]], with maximal ideal m = (t 1 , . . . , t l ), we write g R = g ⊗ C R and h R = h ⊗ C R. Definition 5.6. The sheaf of tropical vertex group over R on B 0 is defined as the sheaf of exponential groups exp(h ⊗ m) which acts as automorphisms on h R and g R .
5.1.2.
Kontsevich-Soibelman's wall crossing formula. Starting from this subsection, we fix once and for all a rank n lattice M ∼ = n i=1 Z · e i parametrizing Fourier modes, and its dual N ∼ = n i=1 Z ·ě i . We take the integral affine manifold B 0 to be
2 and a B-field β. We also write M R = M ⊗ Z R. Then we have the identifications
There is also a natural identification LX 0 ∼ = X 0 ×M . We will denote the connected component X 0 × {m} by X 0,m for each Fourier mode m. We equip LX 0 with the natural metric 1 2 g X 0 from X 0 . Definition 5.7. A wall w is a triple (m, P, Θ) where m lies in M \ {0} and P is an oriented codimension one polyhedral subset of B 0 of the form
or P = Q − R(m g) for some codimension two polyhedral subset Q ⊂ B 0 . If we are in the first case, we denote by Init(w) = Q the initial subset of w.
Here Θ is a section Γ(P, exp(h ⊗ m)| P ) of the form
where j = (j 1 , . . . , j l ) and a l jk = 0 only for finitely many k's and n's for each fixed j. Definition 5.8. A scattering diagram D is a set of walls {(m α , P α , Θ α )} α such that there are only finitely many α's with
Given a scattering diagram D, we will define the support of D to be
and the singular set of D to be
where w 1 w 2 means they intersect transverally.
Given an embedded path
∈ supp(D) and which intersects all the walls in D transversally, we can define the analytic continuation along γ as in [27] (which was called the path ordered product there). Roughly speaking, there will be only finitely many walls modulo m N and let us enumerate them by w 1 , . . . , w r according to their order of intersection along the path γ. We simply take
We refer readers to [27, 13] for a precise definition of it.
Definition 5.9. Two scattering diagrams D andD are said to be equivalent if
for any embedded curve γ such that analytic continuation is well defined for both D andD.
Given a scattering diagram D, there is a unique representative D min from its equivalent class which is minimal by removing trivial walls and combining overlapping walls. The key combinatorial result concerning scattering diagrams is the following theorem from [35]; we state it as in [27] . A scattering diagram having this property is said to be monodromy free.
In a generic scattering diagram as in [35], we only have to consider the scattering process (i.e. the process of adding new walls to obtain a monodromy free scattering diagram) involving two walls intersect transverally once at a time. Therefore we have the following definition of a standard scattering diagram for the study of scattering phenomenon.
whose supports P i are lines passing through the origin, • the Fourier modes m 1 and m 2 are primitive, and
i.e. t i is the only formal variable in the series expansion of Log(Θ i ).
When considering a standard scattering diagram, we can always restrict ourselves to the power series ring R = C[[t 1 , t 2 ]]. S(D) is obtained from D by adding walls supported on half planes through the origin. Furthermore, each of the wall added will have its Fourier mode m laying in the integral cone Z >0 m 1 + Z >0 m 2 . We close this section by giving an example from [27] .
Example 5.12. In this example, we consider the diagram D with two walls w i with the same support as above, but different wall crossing factorsφ i ⊗∂ n i = log(1 + t i (w i ) −1 ) 2 ⊗∂ n i (see Figure 2 ). The diagram S(D) then has infinitely many walls. We have 
where the wall w k,k+1 has dual lattice vector (k, k + 1) ∈ M supported on a ray of slope k+1 k . The wall crossing factor Θ k,k+1 = exp(φ k,k+1 ⊗ ∂ (−(k+1),k) ) is given by
and similarly forφ k+1,k . The wall crossing factor Θ 1,1 = exp(φ 1,1 ⊗ ∂ (−1,1) ) associated to w 1,1 is given byφ
Interesting relations between these wall crossing factors and relative Gromov-Witten invariants of certain weighted projective planes were established in [27] . Indeed it is expected that these automorphisms come from counting holomorphic disks on the mirror A-side, which was conjectured by Fukaya [20] to be closely related to Witten-Morse theory.
5.2. Single wall diagrams as limit of deformations. In this section, we simply take the ring R = C[[t]] and consider a scattering diagram with only one wall w = (−m, P, Θ) where P is a plane passing through the origin. Writing
where a n jk = 0 only for finitely many k's and n's for each fixed j. The plane P divides the base B 0 into two half planes H + and H − according to the orientation of P . We are going to interpret Log(Θ) as a step function like sectionφ 0 ∈ Ω 0,0 (X 0 \p
and write down an ansatz eφ λ * 0 =Π =Π λ ∈ Ω 0,1 (X 0 , T 1,0 ) (we will often drop the λ dependence in our notations) which represents a smoothing of eφ 0 * 0 (which is not well defined itself), and show that the leading order expansion ofφ is preciselyφ 0 as λ → ∞.
Since the idea of relating our ansatzΠ to a delta function supported on the wall goes back to Fukaya's purpose in [20] using Multivalued Morse theory on LX 0 . It will be more intuitive to define our ansatzΠ using the Fourier transform 3.10. In section 5.2, we will restrict the Fourier transform 3.10 to the Kodaira-Spencer complex KS * (X 0 ), and obtain
which identifies the differential∂ to the Witten differential for B 0,km (k ∈ Z >0 ) with the properties thatẽ 1 is parallel to −m g. We will denote the remaining coordinates by u ⊥ = (u 2 , . . . , u n ) for convenience.
Given a wall w = (−m, P, Θ), we can chooseẽ 2 ∈ H + to be the unit vector normal to P for convenience. In that case |u 2 | will simply be the distance function to the plane P . We consider a 1-form on B 0,m
for some λ ∈ R + , having the property that L δ −m ≡ 1 for any line L ∼ = R perpendicular to P ; this gives a smoothing of the delta function of P . We fix a cut off function χ = χ(u 2 ) satisfying χ ≡ 1 on P and which has compact support in U −m = {− ≤ u 2 ≤ } near P . as the eigenform associated to that critical point which is a smoothing of the delta function supported on P . We can therefore treat our ansatz as a smoothing of a wall via the Fourier transform F.
Adopting the notations from [12] , we may write g −m = λ(u 2 ) 2 and δ −m = e −λg −m µ −m where
One can easily check that it gives a solution to the Maurer-Cartan equation. SinceX 0 ∼ = (C * ) n has no non-trivial deformations, the elementΠ must be gauge equivalent to 0, which means that we can find someφ ∈ Ω 0,0 (X 0 , T 1,0 ) such that
The solutionφ is not unique and we are going to choose a particular gauge fixing to get a unique solution, and study its asymptotic behaviour when λ → ∞. We make a choice by choosing a homotopy operatorȞ acting on KS * (X 0 ). We prefer to write a homotopy H for the complex Ω 
We can choose a contraction cf (LX 0 ), and they are denoted by H, P and ι respectively. The corresponding operator acting on KS * (X 0 ) obtained via the Fourier transform 5.4 is denoted byȞ,P anď ι respectively. 7 There is no canonical choice for the homotopy operatorȞ and we simply fix one for our convenience. Notice that our choice here is independent of the wall w we fixed in this section.
Remark 5.20. We should impose a rapid decay assumption on Ω 1, * cf (LX 0 ) along the Fourier mode m. Therefore H 1, * cf (LX 0 ) refers to those locally constant functions (i.e. constant on each connected component) satisfying the rapid decay assumption. Obviously the operators H, P and ι preserve this decay condition.
5.2.3.
Solving for the gaugeφ. In the rest of this section, we will fix q m to be the same point upon projecting to B 0 which is far away from the support of the cut off function χ. We impose the gauge fixing conditionPφ = 0, or equivalently, ϕ =Ȟ∂φ to solve the equation (5.7) order by order. This is possible because of the following lemma. Under the gauge fixing conditionPφ = 0, we see that the unique solution to Equation (5.7) can be found iteratively using the homotopyȞ. We analyze the behavior ofφ as λ → ∞, showing thatφ has an asymptotic expansion whose leading order term is exactly given byφ 0 onX 0 \p −1 (P ). 
Notations 5.23. We say a function f on an open subset U ⊂ B 0 belongs to O loc (λ −l ) if it is bounded by C K λ −l for some constant (independent of λ) C K on every compact subset K ⊂ U .
5.3.
Maurer-Cartan solutions and scattering. In this section, we recall the main result in [11] which interprets the scattering process, producing the monodromy free diagram S(D) from a standard scattering diagram D as asypmtotic limit of solving a Maurer-Cartan (MC) equation when λ → ∞ (which corresponds to the Large complex structure limit ofX 0 ). 
and we have the following relation between solution to two equations. Since we are considering the local case and there is no higher cohomology inX 0 = (C * ) n , we can look at the above equation (5.9) and try to solve it order by order. There is also a combinatorial way to write down the solution Φ from the inputΠ in terms of summing over trees.
Given a directed trivalent planar k-tree T as in Definition 4.1, we define an operation In this case the intersection P 1 ∩ P 2 will be of codimension 2. We choose an orientation of P 1 ∩ P 2 such that the orientation of P 1 ∩ P 2 ⊕ R · m 1 g ⊕ R · m 2 g agrees with that of B 0 . We can choose polar coordinates (r, θ) for (P 1 ∩ P 2 )
⊥ such that we have the following figure in (P 1 ∩ P 2 ) ⊥ parametrized by (r, θ). The relation between the semi-classical limit of the Maurer-Cartan equation and scattering diagram can be conceptually understood through the following theorem. Suppose we have an increasing collection of half planes {P lane(N 0 )} N 0 ∈Z >0 containing a fixed same codimension 2 subspace Q (where Q play the role of P 1 ∩ P 2 in the previous theorem), we are looking at a general Ψ with asymptotic support defined as follows. A scattering diagram D(Ψ) can be associated to Ψ having asymptotic support on {P lane(N 0 )} N 0 using the same process as above and we have the following theorem. Then the following theorem simply says that the process of solving Maurer-Cartan equation is limit to the process of completing a scattering diagram to a monodromy free one as λ → ∞. 
